Stand out. Get noticed. Be Seen.

Who We Are
We are the leading manufacturer of programmable LED signs. We make everything from scrolling LED window signs, to
giant billboard LED signs, and everything in between. Since 2006, our goal has been to provide the highest quality LED
products at the most competitive prices while delivering unrivaled customer support.

Our Mission
“To Provide Highly Reliable LED Signage with Service and Customer Support That Stands Above the Competition.”

Message from CEO
Eleven years ago we started MEGA LED with one primary goal - Making the best LED sign possible, while still charging a fair
price. And I am proud to say we honored our commitment, through and through.
We honor our commitment to this goal by : Using only the highest quality components in the manufacturing of our signs
and continuously searching out and hiring only experienced professionals to add to our team. All of our staff are well trained,
experienced, and properly equipped to excel at performing their duties. Our leadership team strives to create a healthy work
atmosphere where all team members are encouraged to share and implement new and innovative ways of increasing efficiency
and bringing value to our clients. It is through these commitments, our people’s experience and innovation that our final
product we offer to you is truly better than the sum of its parts.
We have enhanced our product offerings with experienced and committed customer support staff. Our sales team, project
management, and technical support staff will make sure your signs perform as expected, install with ease, and continue to
perform for your organization’s long-term success. Our commitment and support to you after the sale will be second to none.
I want to personally thank all of our incredible customers and dealers who drive our success every day.
We promise to continue innovating and reinvesting in R&D, quality control, and customer support to maintain and build
products we can all be proud of. Your organization’s success depends on us keeping our word, and we don’t take that
responsibility lightly.
I want to give a huge Thank You for supporting MEGA LED Technology and allowing us to participate in your organizations success.
Sincerely,

David Park
CEO

www.MEGASIGNINC.com
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MEGA “Worry Free”

5yr Warranty

Warranty

What about issues with your LED signs? No problem.
We also offer an optional on-site labor warranty program, putting you in the
driver’s seat for rapidly fixing your customers’ headaches and winning their repeat
business. That means becoming an official partner with our onsite service network
group, where we’ll pay you for repairs you complete on your customers’ LED signs.
You’re even able to service other nearby MEGA LED signs - Even if you didn’t sell
them - for more cash in your pocket. (Certain restrictions apply).

About Our Leadership
David Park and his father Simon are the owners of MEGA LED, Inc. and office at MEGA’s 65,000 Sq. Ft.
Manufacturing Facility and Headquarters in Commerce, CA. Simon served in the Korean Army and later
earned a Degree in Engineering. He immigrated to America when David was a toddler. Simon is now a
naturalized US citizen and uses his engineering background to find cost effective ways maintain quality
control in all MEGA product lines. Captain David Park served in the United States Army as a Logistics Officer
where he commanded 82 soldiers. He had planned on being a career officer, but was honorably discharged
after 4 years of active service in Afghanistan. He came home at his father’s request to help run and oversee
MEGA LED. David has been able to use his logistics and delegation experience to reduce production times
on bestselling product lines down to next day to 1-week shipment capability. Under his supervision almost all
custom built product lines are currently able to ship within 4 weeks.
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5 Year On-Site Warranty

1 Year Free Contents Service

Price Match Guarantee

5 Year On-Site Labor Service Agreement that will
give you peace of mind. We cover the continental
US (48 lower States) and parts of Canada
within a 72 hour response time. For additional
information, please ask one of our representatives.

We offer custom content that is tailored
specifically to your business for 1 full year!
$3,600 in Design services, absolutely FREE!

We take pride in offering competitive prices
for quality products and that’s why we offer
a price match guarantee*: If you’re quoted
a lower price from any of our competitors,
simply send us your formal quote and we
will match it!

* Optional Purchase
** See our warranty statement for detailed information
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16mm, 18ft x 9ft 7in
Las Vegas, NV

Special Features
Down Angle LED

LED Sign Board
Solutions
For Outdoor

We slightly angle each LED downward toward the viewer. Which
means our signs consume less power for more efficiency, and have a
wide viewing angle for longer read times.

EASY
FRONT
SERVICEABLE!

Upgradable Modules
With the Premier Series, you’ll never be stuck wishing you would have gone with
a higher resolution. Whatever pixel pitch you choose now, you can always upgrade
later. Just purchase the new panels, pop off the old ones, and you’re good to go.

16mm

16mm

16mm

Built to Last

The premium outdoor LED sign crafted with
the perfect balance of rugged durability, refined
precision and unparalleled flexibility.

With oversized rain hoods on vents, built in surge suppression, EMI
fiters, front & rear waterproof LED modules and data connectors,
LINE-X coating, solid state control systems, waterproof plugs, and
DELTA power supplies that are 40% more heat tolerant, your sign is
going to look and perform just like the day you bought it for years
to come.

IP grade 65

Extreme Weather Resistant
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16mm

6mm

16mm

13mm
10
m
m

Our modules are IP67 rated in the front and IP65 rated in the back for complete
protection from dust, water, and humidity. Water proof data and power connectors
to increase connectivity and reliability even in the wettest conditions. We’re not
done yet - LINE-X coatings seal in our signs to keep all the weather outside, where
it belongs.

RAIN
HAILSTONE

SNOW

HUMIDITY

HEAT
DUST
WIND
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Energy Efficient
Our LED Signs consume 20% less
energy than average LED signs.

Solid State
Control System

Exhaust Fans

Front

Rear

Rock-solid performance
and top-notch stability.

Thermostatically controlled,
keeps your sign cool and breezy
in the heat of summer.

Product Safety Testing & Certification
MET Lab Certified - Compliant with UL Specifications
(UL48, UL8750, UL1433, CSA - C22.2 No. 207)

Oversized Rain Hoods
12” cooling fan covers prevent wind-driven
rain from entering the cabinet.

Continuous Aluminum
Mounting Angle

Quick Release Modules

EMI Filters

Four Quick release 90° turns
with an allen key to replace
our modules, that’s it.

1/4” thick aluminum angle for easy installation.

Removes unwanted
Electromagnetic noise.

Surge Suppressor
Protect sensitive Electronic
Components from Power Surges.

IP65 Rated Modules

(Fully Encapsulated Front&Back)

. Resistant to :

Our modules are fully sealed
front and rear. Complete
protection from dust, water,
and humidity to ensure a long
reliable service life.

Aluminum Cabinet
Lightweight and long-lasting,
corrosion and heat-resistant to boot.

Temperature &
Auto Dimmer Sensor (Optional)
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Reads and displays outdoor temperature
with auto-dimming capabilities.

High Reliability DELTA Power Supplies
Shielded from condensation and breakdown,
lasts longer than the other guys.
* High 86% Efficiency means less heat being generated
* Wide Operating Range - 4°F to +158°F (Cold Start at -40°F)
* 10 Years Expected Lifetime

Grounding Lug

IP67 Rated Wi-fi Plug
for Communication to keep your
sign connected at all times.

Weatherproof
Electrical junction box
AC Power Input
120V (Standard) / 240V (Available)

- Resists Abrasion
- Shock
- Temperature
- Cuts
- Oil
- Aging.. just about
everything

www.MEGASIGNINC.com
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20mm Pitch, 6ft 6in x 15ft 1in
Indiana, PA

16mm, 9ft 8in x 15ft 10in
Medford, OR

16mm, 10ft 6in x 20ft 9in
Bella Vernon, PA

10mm, 7ft x 14ft
Los Angeles, CA

Digital LED Billboard

Car Dealership LED Signs

Billboards are great. That’s why so many organizations still use them. But can we do better? Of
course-by blowing up an LED display to massive proportions. LED signs have been proven time
and time again to be the most effective modern form of advertisement, and here’s what they can
do for you.
LED technology solves the main problem facing standard billboards-they’re big, but not
“eye-catching” in the same way as TV or Internet ads;

Did you know that LED signs have been proven to be the most cost-effective form of advertising
when it comes to attracting attention from passerby’s?
It’s true. In fact, the Small Business Administration states that LED signs can boost sales by up to
150% according to recent research.

16mm, 9ft 8in x 19ft 1in
Oskaloosa, IA

Not only that, effective LED signage has been shown to reach up to 70% of the general public
while greatly increasing brand awareness—to the tune of 86%.

LED billboards don’t have to compete for attention because they’re unavoidable;

Needless to say, when it comes to bottom-line business results, LED signs are a no brainer for
car dealerships. LED signs are going to aid your efforts in attracting attention, building brand
awareness, and ultimately wining new customers.

Digital billboards can even display animated or video messages; And, LED billboards are just the
most cost-effective way to grab visitors and sales right off the street.
Once you’ve seen a weather-worn billboard on the side of the road, you don’t see it again. It’s just
background noise. But try ignoring a sharp, crisp LED billboard. It’s just not going to happen.
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It’s time to get a new, bright, easy-to-use LED sign working for your car dealership.
Who wouldn’t want to be advertising 24/7 to the thousands of potential prospects passing by
their business everyday. A high quality LED sign will be an investment that will pay off for years
to come.

MEGA LED TECHNOLOGY

www.MEGASIGNINC.com
20mm Pitch, 6ft 6in x 15ft 1in
Indiana, PA

10mm, 3ft 4in x 8ft 7in
Latrobe, PA
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16mm Pitch, 6ft 6in x 15ft 1in
New Kingstown, PA

13mm, 5ft 5in x 4ft 4in
Viroqua, WI

16mm, 2ft 9in x 6ft 1in
St. Louis, MO

16mm, 2ft 9in x 7ft 9in
Los Angeles, CA

Church LED Signs

School LED Signs

Would you be surprised to know that LED signs are the most cost-effective form of “advertisement”
when it comes to reaching past, present and future members of your congregation?

There was a time when every school had one of those old reader-board signs. You know, the ones
your students vandalize in the middle of the night by rearranging the letters to create obscenities?

It’s true. Here are just a few benefits of digital signage:

But all schools - from primary to university - need effective, efficient communication.
And today, that form of communication is the LED sign. Why?

For new visitors to organizations with a freshly installed LED sign, most agree that the sign was
their primary reason for stopping by;

16mm, 3ft 6in x 8ft 7in
Browns, AL

20mm, 4ft 4in x 11ft 8in
New Kingstown, PA

LED displays can’t be tampered with as easily as block letter signs. Their message changes when
you want, how you want;
LED signs can be used to instantly update your campus about current events or emergencies and
are incredibly easy to read, unlike traditional signs; And, LED displays are visible by nearly 70%
of the general public, meaning your message won’t be ignored or lost.

LED signs can be easily reprogrammed (don’t worry, we’ll handle it) to display anything from
passages to seasonal greetings to dates for fundraising events-the possibilities are endless;
Standard reader-board signs are often overlooked, but LED signs stand out by using color and
motion to reach far and wide.

Fact is, LED signs are one of the most effective tools available to deliver your message to as many
people as possible.

When it comes to results, LED signs are the best choice for churches looking to improve or
expand their community outreach.
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www.MEGASIGNINC.com
20mm, 2ft 4in x 8ft 7in
Browns, AL

16mm, 4ft 4in x 12ft 9in
Owatonna, MN
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6mm, 7x26 ft Pitch Outdoor LED.
NASA Kennedy Space Center, FL

16mm, 7ft 5in x 30ft 10in
Gangsville, GA

16mm, 3ft 7in x 6ft 1in
Norton, MA

10mm, 5ft 5in x 13ft 10in
Beverly, MA

Government LED Signs

Commercial LED Signs

You’re constantly in a state of communication with the general public. “Better late than never”
isn’t part of your vocabulary, so why use communication methods that bog down or hide your
message from its audience? MEGA’s LED signs are one of the fastest and most effective tools at
your disposal for getting the word out-fast-whenever you need to.
Emergencies, weather advisories, you name it-your LED sign can be updated on the fly just as
fast as your needs change ;

Times are changing, which means sometimes traditional marketing methods aren’t going to cut
it for your business. Your customers are bombarded daily with messages from competitors, and
MEGA’s LED signs are exactly what your business needs to stand out from the crowd. Why?
10mm, 6ft 6in x 12ft 9in
Azusa, CA

13mm, 4ft 4in x 8ft 7in
Katy, TX

16mm Pitch, 3ft 6in x 8ft 8in
Pasadena, CA

LED signage has been found to increase retail brand awareness by nearly 90% when compared
to traditional signs ;
LED signs fulfill many roles-whether your goal is to attract new customers off the street or
provide up-to-date, in-store product information ;

LED signs are one of the most cost-effective advertisement and communication tools available,
typically paying for themselves well before other mediums ;

Digital displays make retail spaces feel more modern and inviting ;

And, MEGA’s LED signs are designed, built and supported in the USA.
LED signs aren’t just for casinos or Fortune 500 companies; they’re for any organization that
requires communication on a daily basis.

Among retailers with freshly installed LED signs, a vast majority of new customers consider
those signs to be their main reason for visiting.
LED signs are one of the most effective marketing tools available to retailers-better than print,
better than TV, better than social media.
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www.MEGASIGNINC.com
10mm, 3ft 4in x 3ft 4in (WPAFB) Dayton, OH
No Federal Endorsement Implied or Intended

10mm, 3ft 4in x 16ft 11in
Island Park, NY
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6mm Pitch, 10ft 6in x 41ft 1in
San Francisco, CA

LED Display
Solutions
For Indoor
High Resolution Indoor LED Displays
SMDs (Surface-Mount Device) are the perfect
choice for your indoor entertainment needs.
SMD LEDs feature tighter pixel pitch, making
them perfect for indoor use. Their bowl-shaped
LED compartments pack 3 LEDs into one pixel,
drastically improving image quality and color
blending. On top of that, SMDs are even lighter
and more energy-efficient than other LED signs.

MEGA LED ’s Indoor LED displays are an ideal solution for your indoor. The SMD based LED
displays have tighter pitches, making it ideal for use indoors. The SMD based LED displays are
10mm Pitch, 6ft 6in x 15ft 1in
Los Angeles, CA

composed of bowl-shaped compartments that contain 3 pixels, making up one pixel. The SMD
design allows for all three colors to be placed into one small area, improving the quality of the
displayed image, while allowing for a higher blending of colors. The SMD LED displays consume
much less energy, while being lighter than your ordinary LED signs.

“I was flabbergasted by the information I found online regarding LED signage. There is just
too much contradictory information. Once a call was made to MEGA, their fantastic sales
and tech team made sure to answer all my questions and gave me answers to questions I
would have in the future. Needless to say, I gave them MY business and they delivered every
step of the way.”

- TRACY EVANS Convention Planner
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www.MEGASIGNINC.com
3.9mm, 9ft 4in x 16ft 11in
San Jose, CA
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Louvers
Louvers

Blackest Background

Ribbing
LED Diode
The workhorse of outdoor fixed installation, the face of the display is
comprised of clusters of Red, Green and Blue LEDs, called pixels. The closer
the pixels, the higher the resolution of the images on the sign. Reliable, rugged
and bright, these outdoor signs have life expectancies in excess of 10 years.

Upgradable
Modules

<AVAILABLE PITCH >

10mm
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13.3mm

MEGA LED TECHNOLOGY

16mm

20mm

SMD Diode
3 LEDs per Pixel Brighter!

Features Only on
140 Degree Horizontal
/ 120 Degree Vertical Viewing Angle
Individual Sunshades
against extreme weather design
10,000 Nits Brightness
100,000 Hours Lifespan
Modular Design for Flexibility
Versatile Mounting Options
Lightweight and Structurally Sound
energy efficient
* More pixels provide better resolution display.

Denser! 1 LEDs per Pixel

Louvers

Louvers

LED Module

SMD Module

Module Plate

Module Plate
Metal Cams

Silicone Seal

Metal Cams

Silicone Seal

Features Only on
Possibility of 33 Million to
550 Trillion Colors
Individual Sunshades
For indoor / outdoor
6,000 Nits Brightness
100,000 Hours Lifespan
Modular Design for Flexibility
Versatile Mounting Options
Lightweight and Structurally Sound
energy efficient
* More pixels provide better resolution display.

High-quality 3-in-1 SMD LED displays offer incredible contrast and
viewing angles and allow for higher definition displays. For customers
looking to push the status quo of outdoor display applications, MEGA
SMD will provide stunning visual quality and dependability.

Upgradable
Modules

<AVAILABLE PITCH >

6mm

10mm
www.MEGASIGNINC.com
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Our Valued Clients

From NASA to Toyota, MEGA’s LED Signs are shining bright all across the country. We’re extremely proud of our
diverse group of clientele—here are just a few of the wonderful companies we’ve had the privilege to work with.

Thank you MEGA LED!
<Client Testmonials>

Kennedy Space Center, FL
Sector : Government
6mm Pitch 7’ 4” x 26’ 3” LED

Los Angeles, CA
Sector : Education
10mm Pitch 2’ 9” x 7’ 8” LED

Natrona Heights, PA
Sector : Health & Wellness
16mm Pitch 4’ 4” x 8’ 7” LED

Come Join Our Family of Satisfied Customers!
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“I think this is an upgrade that will really surprise the news media with
how much more information they will get to see while they are outside
watching the launch.”
- GEORGE DILLER NASA Public Affairs Officer

“We needed to upgrade outdoor signage for years. After a lot of research,
we decided to go with MEGA for our outdoor led sign needs. We are
happy with the quality of the sign and it’s ease of use.”
- BRAD YUNG Director of Campus Communications

“We are so happy with our new LED sign. It’s very easy-to-use and we’re
getting tons of new interest from people who drive by and see the sign. This
is a big deal for our business! Thank you MEGA!”
- DR. KATIE Chiropractor

Find a Successful Solution!

Call us for an estimate of your NEW LED Sign Today!

Call us for an estimate of your NEW LED Sign Today!

Via website, email, or phone. Don’t miss out on our Seasonal and Holiday Promotions!

Via website, email, or phone. Don’t miss out on our Seasonal and Holiday Promotions!
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Let’s Win Big Together!
<New Dealership Benefit>

We’re always looking for stellar dealers to join our extraordinary team. We pride ourselves on providing simple, delightful
customer service, and soon you can too. Join us for incredible marketing support, online and offline technical support,
funding programs and more dealer training than you can shake a stick at. If you think you have what it takes to be part of
our elite roster of dealers, don’t wait—get in touch today!

Special Financing Program

Power Dealer Marketing Programs

A range of marketing tools, from flash animations to
product flyers totally customized for your company.
Pre-approval
		

: Give customers access to a line of credit
— up to $250,000 — within just 2 hours.

Deferred Payments : Customers don’t have to worry about full payments
until their LED display is generating revenue.
100% Financing
		

A range of marketing tools, from flash animations to product
flyers totally customized for your company.

: Customers avoid upfront costs since tax,
shipping and other expenses may be financed.

Technical Support
Our support team is ready to answer all of your programming
questions, and even offer customer training over the phone.

Power Dealer Program
Looking to build a custom mobile LED trailer?
We can design and build any trailer to meet your needs. From small
portable trailers to large jumbo screen mobile trucks, we can build it all.
Our power dealers will be provided with the LED display trailer. Use this
versatile and portable LED display to show client LED display on action.
One step closer to closing a sale!
Please Ask our sales representative for detailed information.

Full Sales Support and Training
That means lifetime tech support and training for all of
our products.

Free Custom Graphics Support
We offer professional, custom content design services to help
your customers’ businesses stand out.

Join Our Evergrowing Team of Succesful Dealers!
Call us for an estimate of your NEW LED Sign Today!
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Via website, email, or phone. Don’t miss out on our Seasonal and Holiday Promotions!

Demo Trailer Features
16mm Pitch Premier Outdoor LED
60 x 140 Pixel Dimension
3ft 5in(h) x 7ft 8in(w) Cabinet Dimension
BEST USE : Video / Animation / Images / Text

www.MEGASIGNINC.com
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Software &
User Interface

In order to get the most out of any LED sign, it’s paramount that it comes with an operating system that
is appropriate for the intended use of the display. MEGA LED understands that not every application
is the same and the ability of the end-user often varies greatly. That’s why every one of our customers
is assigned an account manager – a Real, live human whose only goal is to make sure the sign is
performing at its utmost capacity. When it comes to learning how to make the most of a MEGA LED
display, our staff will make sure that every end user is comfortable operating the software by the time
their sign is installed. And we’ll be here any time there are questions down the road.

Create eye-popping text, animations, graphics and videos for your sign in just a few (simple) steps.
The software is built to be easy and fun to use, so you can get back to your business ASAP.

1

Select your signs
Pixel Dimension

Supported
File Extension

XM Player Express

2

Choose Background
and Put your own MSG
(Text, Number, Time..etc)

3

Select Text Color,
Transition Effects.

4

Upload to your
LED SIGN
after saved it.

>

< Total Control >

Tech Support & Training Program

Program and display new content from anywhere. Set up in-depth scheduling based on times, days,
and even regions across your whole fleet of LEDs.

< 24/7 Monitoring >
System diagnostics, computer status and sign functionality are all monitored around the clock
- and available at your fingertips.

< Rich Multimedia Support >

NOVA Star Cloud

Video, audio, flash, Office documents, weather forecasts, countdowns,streaming media, websites...
you get it. The possibilities are almost limitless.

< Quadruple-Layered Security >
Microsoft Windows
(7, 8, 10 ver.)
Install CD / Tutorial /
Manual / Web support
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Nova Cloud locks down your data tighter than Fort Knox using file fingerprints, HTTPS/FTL/SSL encryption,
terminal registration and lockdown, and DVI encryption.

< It’s Just Easy >
Nova Cloud makes it insanely simple for you to get started right away without getting bogged down in cumbersome
computer programs. Stop wasting time and start advertising!

Life-Time Tech Supports
We take care of our customers, and we’ll never leave
you hanging out to dry. When you buy a MEGA
LED product, you’re automatically entitled to
support for the entire life of that sign. For FREE!

Real -Time Team Viewer

Web Education

We have the support team standing by ready to
answer your programming questions and even
offer your customers free training over the phone.

Sign up for our webinar for software training or
hardware trouble shooting. We are ready to train
you.
www.MEGASIGNINC.com
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Power of Contents
MEGA Creative Services
At MEGA LED, there is nothing we believe in more than the marketing power of an
LED display. But we also know that simply installing an electronic message center
in front of a business/organization won’t have people lining up around the block. It
takes active management of the display and dynamic visual messages to move the
needle. It takes thinking beyond the black box. Supercharge your LED sign today
with dynamic stock and custom animated content from Project Content. One Year
free included with every sign purchase!

Contents Library

Custom Design Service

At MEGA LED, there is nothing we believe in more than the marketing
power of an LED display. But we also know that simply installing an
electronic message center in front of a business/organization won’t

We have our own in-house design department, and we’re ready to
create custom graphics just for you—made to order in just a few days.
From standard to animated to holiday designs, we can do it all.

. About MEGA Retail Business Animated Package
: Retail Shops / Events / Sales Promotions

. Get your Own Custom Animated Contents

. MEGA Holday Animated Package

: U.S National Holidays / Cultural Holidays / Promotional Days

(Text / Static Image / Animated Contents Available)
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* No Federal Endorsement
Implied or Intended

www.MEGASIGNINC.com
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Toll Free 888.315.7446 /Tel 213.746.7445
6500 Flotilla St. Commerce, CA 90040

www.MEGASIGNINC.com

